THE EVOLUTION: BOOKING ENGINE

Your Smart
Booking Engine
COMMISSION-FREE
SALES FROM YOUR
WEBSITE
The best sale is the one where
the margin is all yours!
You have spent all the money
building a website and getting
people to visit, now leverage
that by encouraging them to
book directly.
Add a ‘Book Now’ button to
your website, and optionally
stay date prompts.
BookAllotz has a modern
interface which can be tailored
to match your website look and
feel. This includes your booking
confirmation emails that can of
course also include your own
content.

Currency Conversion
BookAllotz automatically determines and updates the users
currency preference and displays rates in that currency.

Alternate Date Recommendations
Suggests alternate dates when no availability is found for the
selected dates.

Dynamic Packaging
Sell extras along with the room booking, such as airport
pick ups, guaranteed early check-ins or event tickets.

Mobile First Design
More bookings now come from mobile devices than ever before.
BookAllotz features a responsive interface to ensure a smooth
user experience no matter if the booking is being made on a mobile
phone, tablet or PC.

Promotion Codes
Generate promotion codes for entry at booking time so you
can track which of your marketing efforts are creating the
most sales.

Flexible Payment Options

GIVES YOU:
Commission-free sales
from your website
Responsive interface
on either mobile, PC
or tablet
Pricing shown in the
user’s own currency

BookAllotz supports an ever expanding range of payment
processors to take payments for you using your preference
of credit cards. Payment can optionally also be collected at
check-in by skipping payment at booking time.

Vanity URLs
Uses an easy to remember web address for your booking site,
such as yourpropertyname.bookallotz.com

Tripadvisor Integration
Show your Tripadvisor score so bookers can see latest reviews
on your property.

Easily track your
marketing efforts
Opportunity to
upsell with dynamic
packaging
Flexible payment
options
Responsive interface for phone, table or PC.

Pick a URL to suit your
business

Integrated with Allotz AutoPilot
BookAllotz is fully integrated with the Allotz
Autopilot Channel Manager and Yield Manager,
sharing the same rate and availability data to ensure
you get the best rates at all times.
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